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Abstract. Accessibility to high-quality historical data for patients in hospitals may 
facilitate related predictive model development and data analysis experiments. This 
study provides a design for a data-sharing platform based on all possible criteria for 
Medical Information Mart for Intensive Care (MIMIC) IV and Emergency MIMIC-
ED. Tables containing columns of medical attributions and outcomes were studied 
by a team of 5 experts in Medical Informatics. They completely agreed about the 
columns connection using subject-id, HDM-id, and stay-id as foreign keys. The 
tables of two marts were considered in the intra-hospital patient transfer path with 
various outcomes. Using the constraints, queries were generated and applied to the 
backend of the platform. The suggested user interface was drawn to retrieve records 
based on various entry criteria and present the output in the frame of a dashboard or 
a graph. This design is a step toward platform development that is useful for studies 
aimed at patient trajectory analysis, medical outcome prediction, or studies that 
require heterogeneous data entries.  
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1. Introduction 

Retrospectively collected medical data provide the opportunity to improve patient 
care through algorithm development and knowledge discovery through modeling and 
outcome prediction. The model has higher quality in case of being developed with proper 
inputs in terms of enough quantity and dimensionality �1, 2�. Thus, data sharing for model 
development should provide the required records based on the defined problem �2, 3�. 
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Despite the advances in patient data collection through electronic health records (EHR), 
registries, and self-care apps �2�, data access remains a challenge, particularly concerning 
big data analysis. Sharing the whole big dataset when only a part of the data is required 
results in adverse consequences in terms of research ethical issues and waste of time for 
data understanding and preparation. The well-adjusted access to medical data based on 
the defined study questions may overcome multifaceted concerns. Platforms are a 
solution to narrow the data based on the set queries and criteria �2�.  

The MIMIC-IV and MIMIC-ED are currently shared via the Physionet website �4� 
in the frame of several separate CSV files �3, 5�. They contain the data of common 
records with specified ID from the emergency department (MIMIC-ED) to hospital 
wards and ICU with clinical details (MIMIC IV) providing the possibility of following 
each case’s transfer across the hospital and the final outcome. Currently, data for cases 
at hospital departments and reports for radiology, laboratory, medication, clinical notes, 
vital signs in chart events, history of the disease, and demographic and clinical data are 
provided. The MIMI-IV is the medical information for over 40,000 patients admitted to 
intensive care units (ICU). The newer versions of the data have been even published with 
more features and volume of data�3�.  

Although the MIMIC-III database adopted a permissive access scheme that allowed 
for broad reuse of the data �5�, there is no data-sharing platform to manage the records 
according to the queries. The mechanism of schema has already been used for the 
prediction of key patient outcomes such as mortality, clinical deterioration, and sepsis 
�6�; however, the data access for a record in two different marts with the same id, to 
follow the patients’ pathway in hospital wards or discharge, remained a lack. 
Furthermore, learning the metadata of the MIMIC marts and manually extracting records 
from the mart prolonge the accessing process. Designing a platform is a step forward to 
having a tool for overcoming these limitations and retrieving the data for clinical and 
research purposes.  

 Due to the entity of available data in these marts with connected records of tables 
via subject-id starting from ED admission to ICU discharge, and to have a logical design 
for the sharing data platform, the patient intra‑hospital patient transfer pathway is 
suggested. It starts from the emergency department (ED) where the patient refers or is 
transferred by ambulance for further care �1, 7�. Transfer from ED to inpatient wards is 
a common event, with over 12 million events annually �1�. Additionally, there are four 
million patients are admitted to ICU each year, either from hospital wards, or ED. Most 
of these patients transfer from ICU to a general ward (GW) �8�. In each point of care 
including ED, GW, or ICU, there are possible outcomes that three of them are covered 
in MIMIC-ED and MIMIC-IV including transfer or admission to the next station, 
discharge, and death. Hence, using the patient pathway structure may facilitate patient 
trajectory analysis and outcome prediction by retrieving the corresponding cases. This 
study aimed to design a system for a data-sharing platform for MIMIC-IV and MIMIC-
ED based on an intra‑hospital patient transfer pathway.  

2. Material and Methods  

In MIMIC-ED and MIMIC IV, tables are linked by identifiers which usually have the 
suffix ‘ID’. For example, SUBJECT-ID refers to a unique patient, HADM-ID refers to a 
unique admission to the hospital, and ICU stay-ID refers to a unique admission to an 
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intensive care unit. They are unique across the patient transfer pathway and can be used 
to connect the columns of the marts' tables �1�. By joining Chartevent and given 
outcomes such as death via ID-items, it is possible to create the constraint and have a 
tailored new table. To fulfill the idea of designing a SQL-based platform, a technical 
expert team at PLRI of TU Braunschweig in Germany was created. After one year of 
working with these marts for experimental purposes, the technical team started designing 
a platform for easier and maximum usage of the available data as a preliminary step for 
system development. Seven focus group meetings, every 2 hours by 5 experts in the 
Medical Informatics and data engineering field were conducted. After identifying the 
IDs as primary and foreign keys of tables' columns, the queries based on SQL were 
studied �9�. That is, tables based on the mart structures are defined and connected. The 
experts agreed on the possible constraints for the backend of the platform; based on them, 
the features were considered for the front end of the platform.   
With complete experts' concurrence regarding the front end of the platform's design, the 
following functions for the platform were considered: 
� Storing the data in an SQL database as it is more suitable for our use case (dynamic 

search), 
� Using the subject-id and HDM-id as foreign keys to relate an attribute such as the 

vital sign in chart time while staying in a specific department with a given outcome 
� Using SQL query to get the relative information based on the search criteria  
� Adding the option of exporting the results to a new CSV file  
� The platform should contain a graph and dashboard section to visualize the data. 
Experts completely agreed on these functions to be more customized according to the 
patient transfer pathway in hospitals in the developing step.   

3. Results 

The result of the first step of checking the common data elements in MIMIC-ED and 
MIMIC IV is presented in table 1. These columns of the tables in two marts could be 
connected via the subject-id, HDM-id, and ICU stay-id of the tables. To design the 
backend of the platform, the information schemas were depicted. Based on table 1 and 
the revealed platform functions, the frontend was designed, shown in figure 2.     
Table 1. The available tables of marts containing columns of medical attributions and outcomes  
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Tables Example Columns MIMIC-  
ED 

MIMIC- 
IV 

Demographic Age, sex, Education, race ✔  
Administration Billing, DRG, Services  ✔  
Clinical data  Diagnosis-ICD 

Procedures-ICD 
✔  

Measurements  Chart events, Procedure-events, Microbiology, 
Lab-events, Input-output event 

✔ ✔ 

Medications Prescriptions medication intake  ✔  
Clinical Notes  Radiology  ✔  

 
Outcomes  

ED Admission, ED transfer, ED discharge, ED death   ✔ 
Ward Amission, ward transfer, ward discharge, ward death  ✔ 
ICU admission, ICU stay, ICU death, ICU discharged ✔ ✔ 
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 Figure 1. The example of an information schema of the backend of the platform.  

Figure 2. The user interface (UI) of the designed platform includes various data-extracting features including 
patient transfer, vital signs, selection of the Mart/s, date, demographic, and the given outcome. The extracted 
data will be provided in CSV and be shown in the frame of a graph in the dashboard section too. 
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4. Conclusion  

According to the structure of MIMIC-IV and MIMIC-ED composed of the data of 
patients in the ED, triage, and admitted in the hospital (wards and ICU), designing a 
platform based on patient flow may be a solution for easy and quick data sharing. It is 
useful when the amount of data is continuously increasing. As Figure 1 shows there are 
several IDs presented in the same color that could connect data elements from different 
tables in the marts. These connections could be used for the criteria creation. As an 
example to get the records of a patient who died in the ICU with blood pressure greater 
than 140, the following steps should be done by the system: 
� Getting the subject-id and stay-id of patient A to search the ICU table of MIMIC-IV 
� Creating the constraints of  death with BP>14 in ICU for the subject- and stay-id  
� Searching the outcome column for the patients with the subject-id of patient A.  
� Searching the death cases in the outcome table and picking the related record 
� Using the constraints to bring up the required data for patient A in CSV.  
This will be used to create all possible criteria to develop the data retrieving platform 
toward efficient data management and supporting researchers with heterogeneous data 
requirements. Examples of these studies could be titles such as prediction the ICU length 
of stay for patients transferred from ED with comorbidity and unstable vital signs, or 
emergency triage tool development to estimate the risk of ICU transfer for elderly 
patients affected with diabetes type II, or the trajectory prediction after hospital 
admission for pregnant women with unstable BP. Designing a platform as an electronic 
tool might be an essential need for easing the data analysis and knowledge discovery 
profession. However, it may face challenges regarding the limitation in data accuracy, 
not organized timing, and lab event data based on the unit. In the next steps, the research 
team has the plan for the system development and evaluation to facilitate the marts' usage.  
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